
Loose Lay Tile with mat mortar-like texture
for a stylish office space.

NEW



Super Heavy 
Commercial Use

Antistatic

Made with 
Recycled Vinyl

Factory-based 
Recycling

Low VOCs

5.0mmTHK×500mm×500mm

Loose Lay Vinyl Tile

10pcs/ctn（Approx.2.5m2）
26.3kg/ctn
Round beveling

Dimension
Material 
classification
Packing
Weight
Edge

Installation

Subfloor Adhesive

Mortar, Raised floor Anti-slip adhesive

Characteristics

Electro static propensity: 
Less than 1.0kV(in accordance with JIS L 1021-16)※

Flame Retardant Property:
Flame Retardant Property Performance Test Number E1220036

TAJIMA Loose Lay Vinyl Tile line-up

For various design and antifouling property with 
cost effectiveness

Basic line-up with both antifouling and design variety with 
special UV coating

LAY FLAT TILE LF-3000

For more unique and exclusive design

Using genuine denim on the surface, aging will add own 
characteristics of the floor material.

DENIM FLOOR

■Notes

5mm thickness enables to 
install with carpet tiles.

TA-29F-2203-1A-3-11-E

●Products listed in this flyer are current as of March 2022. Specifications are subject to change for some products.
●Printed image cannot express 100% of product color, and their shades may differ from those of the actual products. 
When considering to use the product, please be sure to check the actual product (cut sample).

Single layer tile itself express 
mortar-like pattern

For better maintainability and antifouling property

High-grade line-up of no wax maintenance with 
antibacterial property

LAY FLAT TILE NO WAX

TAJIMA ROOFING INC. https://tajima.jp

MORTALIKE Vinyl Composition Tile KTTHK:3.0mm  Color: 6 colors

”MORTALIKE" is a composition tile which has 
been well received by our customer as a 
flooring material which realistically express 
the mortar like texture.

5mm thickness loose lay 

composition tile with stylish 

mortar-like texture. An alternative 

choice for office space.

MORTALIKE 647-702 / DENIM FLOOR FT DMH-201

LAY FLAT TILE NO WAX
LN-1008,1009,1535

DENIM FLOOR DML-101

※The value is our standard value and differ from measured value.

▪Please install the product in areas  
where wiring change work is not 
expected. In case it is needed to 
lifting the product up after installation, 
use a suction tool and lift it slowly. It is 
recommended that spares is stored.

▪The composition of raw materials is different 
from our composition tile "MORTALIKE", so 
there is a difference in the way the pattern 
appears.
▪Unevenness of subfloor, depending on its 
degree, may appear on the floor material 
surface.

▪UV coating prevents initial staining to some 
extent. However, product focus is on expressing 
mortar. Therefore compared to our standard 
coating, stains and scratches are likely to be 
noticeable. Regular appropriate maintenance 
according to installed place should be 
performed.




